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Choice under
‘No Child’
Betty Henderson
would like to
transfer her
grandson from
this failing school
but wasn’t given
the option.
Up Close:
Two community schools

From the Editors

‘No Child,’
‘Every Child’
on same track
For students, teachers and administrators, the month of
September is the beginning of the year, the time to set a
new course. For Chicago’s public schools, this September
ushers in a particularly ambitious new beginning. CEO
Arne Duncan has unveiled an education plan that, for the
first time, seeks to transform teaching to ensure that all
students get “superior instructional programs” in “supportive school environments.” With the title “Every Child,
Every School,” the Duncan plan echoes the spirit of “No
Child Left Behind,” the federal government’s sweeping,
though somewhat clumsy, effort to force schools to teach
all children.
Drawn up by a University of Chicago researcher with
scads of input from educators and academics, Duncan’s
plan earnestly talks about helping everyone in the system
do a better job. (In contrast, former CEO Paul Vallas’s
vision often involved creating new programs for those
people to implement.) The 60-page plan is bold in its
restructuring of the lines of responsibility, installing a raft
of new leaders in belt-tightening times.
Sadly, though, the report is thick with academic jargon
and thin on plain English. Put into simpler terms, the
plan might have been distributed to parents. Still, those
who read it will learn, for instance, that teachers and principals have more opportunities to improve their professional skills. They will also learn that Duncan has decided
to reorganize the district’s six regions into 24 instructional areas, each to be led by a highly-regarded former principal or educator. These new administrators will keep a
more watchful eye on academic performance, and they
will offer principals more support to improve classroom
instruction. And beginning next spring, parents will have
access to detailed analyses of their children’s performance
and reports of overall student performance by teacher.
However they are expressed, such steps parallel the
underlying mission of No Child, which envisions a new
day and age for public schools. Teachers are expected to
teach all children—and those children are expected to

learn. Schools are expected to do better, and repercussions await those that don’t. At the same time, parents are
expected to become more involved with their children’s
academic life.
Grounded in sound educational values, Duncan’s plan
is a good start. But he could save himself and the district
unnecessary grief by communicating his admirable
intentions better. As one staunch school improvement
advocate put it, Duncan could use a wise uncle. Someone
who would pull him aside and help him understand the
necessity of communicating effectively to parents, taxpayers and the business community. Most of them are
already rooting for his success. Their support shouldn’t
be undermined.
ABOUT US Our editorial advisory board welcomes five
new members: Jody Becker, a reporter for WBEZ-FM
Chicago’s public radio station; Shazia Miller, a researcher
who also handles public outreach for the Consortium on
Chicago School Research; Diana Nelson, director of public affairs for the Union League Club of Chicago; Luis Salces, president of LMS Communications; and Silvia Villa
of the Chicago Teachers Center at Northeastern Illinois
University.
We also extend heartfelt thanks two departing board
members: Carolyn Nordstrom, who served a year as board
chair, and Ari Munoz Contreras, a member for three years.
Your insights and ideas helped us excel.
NEW RESOURCE Ever wonder how the most recent CPS
reading test scores or attendance rates compare to those
of five or ten years ago? A new feature on CATALYST’s web
site will answer such questions. Citywide Data is a compilation of year-by-year school report card data, including
student ISAT and ACT test scores, graduation rates,
teacher salaries and demographics and much more. In
some cases data are available back to 1986-87. We trust
our visitors will find it useful.

CATALYST is made possible by grants from Bank One, BP Amoco, CNA Insurance Companies, The Chicago Community Trust, Lloyd A. Fry Foundation, IBM Corporation, The
Joyce Foundation, John D. & Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, McDougal Family Foundation, Oppenheimer Family Foundation, The Albert Pick, Jr. Fund, Polk Bros. Foundation, Prince Charitable Trusts and The Spencer Foundation, and by subscriptions and contributions from individual supporters.
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Choice

under ‘No Child:’

CHRISTINE OLIVA

Isaiah Hartley, who
attended preschool at
Reavis Elementary, takes
a tour of Kozminski Elementary during an Aug.
13 open house. Kozminski got 25 transfer students from Reavis, one
of 50 failing Chicago
schools required to offer
choice. Isaiah is not
among them.
4
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Where it came from
and where it’s going
by Alexander Russo

B

etty Henderson is not happy
about how her local school,
Mason Elementary in North
Lawndale, has been treating one
of her grandsons.
“I have a very poor impression
of the school,” she says, singling out the special education classroom where the boy, a
3rd-grader, has been placed. “Before he came
to Mason, he was doing fine.” Fed up, Henderson, who has 13 grandchildren at Mason,
would like to move her grandson to another
school with a better special education program. “I have seen so many other schools
that would be more appropriate,” she says.

Federal lawmakers had people like Henderson in mind when
they passed sweeping legislation called No Child Left Behind
(NCLB) eight months ago. Through a combination of threats
and more money, the law aims to boost the performance of
schools enrolling low-income children. Meanwhile, it gives children at those schools an escape hatch.
However, both Illinois and Chicago officials have severely
restricted access to that hatch in the first year of what promises to be an increasingly more demanding environment for
schools.
Children in public schools that have failed to make acceptable progress on state tests for two years in a row are supposed
to be able to transfer to better-performing schools, transportation provided. The law gives top priority to low-income, lowachieving students.
At schools failing to make acceptable progress for three
years, parents are supposed to have the option of selecting afterschool tutoring from a variety of providers, including community-based organizations and for-profit companies. The tutoring
also would be on the government’s dime. Children who attend
“persistently dangerous” schools also are supposed to be able to
transfer. So are children who are victims of violent crimes at
their schools.
Though these options were supposed to kick in this fall, Hen-

derson and many other Chicago parents in her situation have no
new options.
Under the plan unveiled by the Board of Education in late
July, only a fraction of the 179 Chicago schools that failed to
make adequate progress the last two years will provide choice
this year. Mason Elementary is not among them. To the consternation of federal officials in Washington, D.C., Illinois is trying to delay the tutoring option, and it is still working out
definitions of unsafe schools and violent crimes.
There is a “big pushback” against the new law, says Richard
Laine of the Illinois Business Roundtable, an organization that
strongly supports No Child Left Behind. “And it’s going to get
worse.”

Feds step up
Created out of frustration with the slow progress of efforts to
educate low-income children, No Child Left Behind is a dramatic step in federal involvement in education. For most of the
past 35 years, the federal role has been limited to providing
additional funding to help schools serving large populations of
low-income children. Title I, the biggest federal education program, has functioned more as a funding source than an education program, typically providing no more than 10 percent of a
local district’s revenue.
Congress last visited the elementary and secondary education law eight years ago, creating the 1994 Improving America’s
Schools Act, which called on states to develop high academic
standards and tests, as well as to identify and intervene in
schools that failed to make acceptable progress. States responded slowly, and many, including Illinois, came into compliance
with the 1994 law only recently.
Despite demonstrated school improvement, Chicago and Illinois exemplify many of the shortcomings that NCLB seeks to
correct. Their accountability systems left many poorly performing and stagnating schools untouched, and ignored performance gaps between different groups of students, such as blacks
and Hispanics. With the goal that every student will be proficient in reading and math by the 2013-2014 school year, NCLB
demands annual progress among all groups at all schools.
No Child Left Behind is “a good law for poor kids,” says Kati
Haycock, executive director of the Education Trust, an advocacy group based in Washington, D.C. Its commitment to the education of all children “is a hugely important milestone,” she
adds.
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While the provisions for choice make
NCLB appear to be a Republican creation, the law is a compromise authored
by a bipartisan group that included liberal stalwarts like Sen. Ted Kennedy (DMass.) and Rep. George Miller (D-Cal.)
and was supported by liberal advocacy
groups like the Education Trust and the
Citizen’s Commission on Civil Rights.
Liberals won a massive increase in
funding sought by the education community and a more targeted flow of funds
to urban districts like Chicago. Conservatives secured added support for charter
schools, alternative teacher certification
programs and the parental choice
requirements. As the law was crafted, the
tutoring requirement, which allows forprofit and religious groups to provide
services, was a bigger concern to some
liberal advocates than was choice, which
is limited to public schools.

Would you transfer your child?
When CATALYST asked a number of parents at failing schools whether they would
like to transfer their children to other schools, few mentioned test scores. Even
those parents who said “yes” cited additional or better programs as the reason.

Yes

Betty Henderson, grandmother of 13 Mason students.

CHRISTINE OLIVA

“Before he [a
grandson in
special
education]
came to
Mason, he
was doing
fine. I have
seen so many
other schools
that would be
more
appropriate.”

Robert Ladd, father of Isaac (below) and two others at Medill.
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No

JOHN BOOZ

“I wouldn’t
move them
because the
location is
perfect here
at Medill.
Plus, they’re
learning
there.
Sometimes if
you move a
child it affects
their ability to
learn.”

Hitting the brakes
However, it was the choice option that
concerned educators most. The ink on
President Bush’s signature was barely
dry when Illinois and Chicago school
officials began working to ensure that
droves of parents would not move their
children. As enacted, the choice requirement created the possibility that lowperforming students could push their
way into popular and selective schools
or even bump higher-achieving students
out of line.
With support from the Illinois State
Board of Education (ISBE), Chicago
first got the Legislature to pass a new
law (SB 1983) to limit the impact of
NCLB. Its main provision removed certain kinds of schools from the list of
potential receiving schools. Exempted
were schools considered overcrowded,
which by the School Board’s definition
is 80 percent of capacity. Also exempted
were schools with selective academic
requirements. The district asked for but
did not receive additional permission to
limit the ability of special needs students to transfer freely.
“This choice is nothing short of a
joke,” Madeline Talbott, head organizer
of the community advocacy group Illinois ACORN (Association of Community
Organizations for Reform Now), said at
the time. “They took away the most
attractive options.” (ACORN backed the
plan that CPS unveiled later in the summer because it funnels more money to

Down to 50
As summer progressed, the bureaucratic
narrowing continued. In July, CPS
unveiled a “pilot choice program” that
included just 50 of the 179 schools:
Forty schools, including 21 of the
lowest performing ones, were paired
with two to four receiving schools each.
Ten failing schools became part of
four clusters containing a total of five to

CHRISTINE OLIVA

failing schools.)
Meanwhile, ISBE was working to
minimize the number of schools that
would have to offer choice. Between
February and July, the number of Chicago schools dropped more than 50 percent—from almost 400 to 179. And
ISBE declared that no schools had to
provide supplemental tutoring this year.
Some of the decline stemmed from a
legitimate shift in the measure of school
performance. The state had used
absolute test scores—the percent of a
school’s students who met state standards; the feds are interested in year-toyear progress. (See story on page 10.)
Also, some schools made real improvements.
However, ISBE nudged the numbers
downward. First, it bypassed 1998 test
results, starting the clock with 1999
results; that decreased the number of
failing schools.
Then it used 2002 test results selectively. An acceptable score could get a
school off the list. But an unacceptable
score for the second year in a row did
not put a school on the list. “The 2002
data can only get you off the list,” said
ISBE spokesperson Kim Knauer.
For Illinois, that meant a 40 percent
reduction in the number of schools that
were to offer choice. In Chicago, that
meant almost 80 fewer schools. (In late
August, the state, under federal pressure, added 12 high schools, based on
1998 test scores.)
From CPS’s point of view, the
decrease was good news for two reasons:
There would be fewer student transfers,
and the district could more narrowly
focus the extra money it got to help failing schools. “Are you going to put
[schools] on a watch list and watch
them, or are you going to help them?”
asks CPS Chief Accountability Officer
Phil Hansen, reflecting the district’s
belief that it can provide meaningful
help to only so many schools at a time.

Kozminski Principal
Lionel Bordelon
shows parent
Demetrice Blanks
around the school.
Blanks was looking
for a new school for
her preschooler,
Isaiah Hartley,
because he was
“bored” at Reavis.
“He does more work
at his day care than
at Reavis,” she says.

six schools each. The clusters are in
Chatham/Washington Heights, South
Loop, Near West/Pilsen and Woodlawn.
In developing this plan, CPS strove
principally to minimize transportation
distances, putting a three-mile limit on
busing. In contrast, CPS provides bus
service to gifted and other magnet
school students if they live within a sixmile radius of the school.
Chicago Schools CEO Arne Duncan
says that had the district allowed choice
at all 179 schools and dropped busing
limits, the costs would have “escalated
exponentially. … We would have had
one child going to a school all by himself, which basically costs $35,000. It
would have been much cheaper to buy
that family a car.”
The geographic limitation restricted
not only the number of students who
could transfer—all told, there were just
2,500 seats for 29,000 kids in the 50
schools—but also the kind of schools
they could transfer to.
“Some of these schools are just a
sneeze away from not performing themselves,” observes Wanda Hopkins of Parents United for Responsible Education
(PURE).
The 90 receiving schools include several language academies and neighborhood magnets, but only 41 have reading
scores that exceed the citywide average
on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills, a CATALYST analysis shows. (NCLB uses a dif-

ferent test, the Illinois Standards Achievement Tests, but
2002 scores for individual schools have
not been released and, therefore, could
not be analyzed.)
Further, for some children, the alternatives to their own schools have Iowa
scores that are worse or little better—a
result of judging schools by their yearly
progress rather than absolute test
scores. For children at five of the failing
schools, all of the alternatives are worse
or little better, judging by test scores.
However, for children at 41 of the 50
schools, at least one of the alternatives is
substantially better by at least 10 percentage points. For 19 of the 41, all the
options are substantially better.
Duncan and his team claimed to have
the strong support of U.S. Education
Secretary Rod Paige for the pilot
approach. But a Department of Education official who asked not to be named
says only that Chicago’s plan is “acceptable for this year.”
“This is a really weak program,” says
Donald Moore of the research and advocacy group Designs for Change. It provides no “meaningful” opportunity for
choice, he contends, adding, “A lot of
parents are going to be disappointed.”
“They’re making up a lot of parameters and assumptions that aren’t in the
act,” observes Sarah Vanderwicken,
director of the children’s health and
education project at the Chicago
CATALYST CHICAGO/September 2002
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scores, similar to the criteria used by
CPS in closing three schools last spring.
Also in July, Mayor Richard M. Daley
called key elements of NCLB “ridiculous,” a statement that grabbed headlines and was circulated around the
country.
Though he put limitations on choice
under NCLB, Duncan insists: “I’m a big
believer in choice. We have more choice
than any other big city in America,
including New York, Boston and Los
Angeles.”
But for him, school improvement is a
separate issue. “I honestly believe that
the best way to fix these schools is to fix
these schools,” he says.

Public quiet
Principal Alfonso Valtierra waits outside for open house visitors. The school received transfer requests
from 110 children but could accommodate only 15.

Lawyer’s Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law.
The Duncan plan “isn’t making the
better schools more accessible to kids
who have not been having that much
access,” she adds. “It’s a sham to tell parents that this is our way of complying.”
Duncan says CPS is considering
changes in its school options program
for next year that would give some lowperforming students a better chance at
getting into magnets.
Chicago’s plan came in for scathing
criticism by a Boston Globe columnist,
who called it educational apartheid.
While many other urban districts placed
limits on the choices parents could
make, Chicago alone banned choice for
some parents.

Duncan’s the author
By several accounts, the design and
rationale of the CPS response came
largely from Duncan, who worked to
create neighborhood clusters of magnet
schools before taking the district’s helm
last year.
In the view of Duncan and his team,
Chicago already was out in front on
school choice. More than 90,000 elementary school children—roughly 25
percent—attend schools outside their
neighborhoods, according to CPS.
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In recent years, the School Board has
increased magnet programs, principally
at the high school level, while striving to
limit busing distances and, therefore,
busing costs.
However, Congress intended that
some of the extra money it provided
under NCLB would pay for busing.
Specifically, the law says districts must
spend 5 to 15 percent of their Title I
money on transportation.
But Chicago is going its own way.
This year, CPS’s Title I allotment rose
by $47 million, or 27 percent, to a total
of $216 million, according to school
officials. (See story on page 11.) Under
the federal formula, it should spend at
least $10 million on transportation. Yet
it plans to spend no more than $5 million, little of which may be needed for
transportation costs related to NCLB.
Beyond cost, CPS officials were worried about the disruption that an 11thhour busing program could cause
during the all-important start of the
school year. Last year, a switch in busing routines caused headaches for
schools and parents and bad press for
Duncan’s team.
At a late July press conference, Duncan urged parents not to abandon
schools on the basis of a “single year’s
test scores.” In fact, the ISBE designation of schools “in need of improvement” is based on three years of test

Despite the many discrepancies between
the language of NCLB and the actions of
CPS, there has been little public outcry.
“I think it’s a reasonable plan,” says
G. Alfred Hess Jr., director of the Center
for School Policy at Northwestern University. “[It] creates an option but doesn’t disrupt the system.”
“Nobody wants to send their kid
across town to a different school,” says
Denise Dixon, president of Illinois
ACORN. “Why don’t you just give my
children the resources they need in
their neighborhood school that they can

Would you transfer

Yes
Tiney McKnight, mother of 2nd-grader
at Dumas Elementary.

“I want her at McCosh
because they have an
afterschool program
there. ... I want to
give her a better
chance to succeed
academically.”

walk to and that I can get to if I need to?”
While critical of the CPS choice plan,
Sarah Vanderwicken of the Lawyers’
Committee is more concerned about the
law’s emphasis on testing in the first
place. “They’ve made it very difficult for
educators to do the things that people
are learning are good and [that] do in
fact help kids.”
So far, there has been no groundswell
of interest in choice among parents,
either. Parents of only 2,407 children,
applied for transfers. The board granted
only 1,165 because many schools had
more requests than available slots.
“I don’t want to take my child out,”
says Sheila Dunson, mother of a 2ndgrader at Curtis Elementary. “I want to
make my school better.”
But she adds that if things at Curtis
don’t change, she may be forced to find
another place to send her daughter. “I
don’t want to keep my child in a school
that’s not going to put education first.”

Trouble ahead
From critics to supporters, nearly everyone agrees that No Child Left Behind is
going to pose even greater challenges in
the future. Schools that take in low-performing choice students will have to
work harder to keep their scores up. A
more rigorous definition of adequate

yearly progress will kick in. And current
teachers and paraprofessionals will have
to meet new requirements.
Based on preliminary budget figures,
federal funding is not likely to rise as
steeply and could be stretched by the
requirement that districts pay for additional tutoring by outside groups if parents demand it.
Shock waves likely will pass through
the suburbs as their schools are judged
by the performance of subgroups such as
minorities, poor children and limited
English speakers as well as their student
bodies as a whole.
Haycock of the Education Trust says
that across the country, implementation
of the new law is generally going best
where community leaders are not “letting the rhetoric get out of hand. Sure,
there’s something not to like for everybody. The question is, what’s the message
when you take potshots? You send the
message that people ought not to try.”
Meanwhile, Betty Henderson says
that even though Mason Elementary,
her grandson’s school, was excluded
from the choice plan, her grandson is
going to transfer. “He’s going to go
somewhere else, even if his mom has to
move out, and I’ll help her,” she says.
“But he’s not going here.”
Interns Christine Oliva and Eunice Kim contributed to this report.

Number of schools
with choice dwindles
As the state and city school
boards prepared for the
first year of school choice
under No Child Left Behind,
the number of schools designated for this option took
a nose dive. Here are the
totals and what they
describe.

390
MARCH: The number of Chicago
elementary schools where fewer than
50 percent of students met standards
on the 2001 ISATs.

262
JUNE: The number of schools that
had not met their progress goals on
the 2000 and 2001 ISATs.

your child?

Maybe

Maybe

Sheila Dunson, mother of 2nd-grader at
Curtis Elementary.

Trineda Matthews, mother of 6th- and
8th-graders at Smyth Elementary.

“The Board needs
to clean Curtis from
the staff on up. ... I
don’t want to keep
her in a school
that’s not going to
put education first.”

“I’ve thought about
transferring them,
but every time I’ve
applied for magnet
schools, they’ve
been put on
waiting lists.”

179
MID-JULY: The number of schools
from the June list that did not meet
their progress goals on the 2002 ISATs.

50
LATE JULY: In an arrangement CPS
worked out with the federal government, the number of schools where
parents may transfer their children for
the 2002-2003 school year.
Compiled by Alexander Russo.
CATALYST CHICAGO/September 2002
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Tougher measures to gauge school progress
federal government. All schools that failed
to make their AYP goals for at least three
consecutive years were supposed to allow
parents to choose an outside tutor, using
their share of their schools’ federal funding.
As CATALYST goes to press, federal and
state officials continue negotiations on this.
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U

sing unfamiliar measures of school
success, No Child Left Behind is
upending state and local school
accountability programs across the country.
This summer’s announcement that 179
Chicago schools landed on the first rung
of the federal sanction ladder is just a
beginning of the local drama and, likely,
the confusion.
The overall goal set by the new law is
to have all students proficient in reading
and math by the end of the 2013-2014
school year. Schools are expected to make
“adequate yearly progress” (AYP) toward
that goal each year. AYP goals will be set
not only for the school as a whole, but also
for a number of demographic subgroups
that traditionally have not been well served
by schools, such as low-income students.
According to estimates by the Illinois
State Board of Education, half of all Illinois
schools are in danger of failing to meet their
AYP goals in the next three years.
Here’s the background, according to
city and state school officials:

Kozminski, a receiving school, has lower
absolute reading scores than Reavis, the
sending school it was paired with.

How Chicago has rated
elementary schools

How Illinois rated
elementary schools this
year under ‘No Child’

The test: Iowa Tests of Basic Skills (ITBS)
The subject: Reading
The goal: Initially, each school was to
have at least 15 percent of its students
scoring at or above national norms. Now a
score of 20 gets you in trouble.
The measure: Success is determined by
the percentage scoring at or above national norms.
Sanctions for failure: Schools are
placed on “probation,” which allows for
sanctions ranging from replacement of the
principal to closing the school.
Under former schools CEO Paul Vallas,
the ITBS and its high school counterpart,
the Tests of Achievement and Proficiency,
became the coin of the realm. For school
accountability, only reading scores mattered.
In 1996, Vallas placed 109 schools on probation because fewer than 15 percent of
their students scored at or above the
national average. Today, a score less than
20 percent puts a school on probation; it
takes a score of 25 percent to get off. At
the end of last school year, 81 elementary
and high schools were on probation.

The test: Illinois Standards Achievement
Test (ISAT)
The subjects: Reading, math and other
subjects, as measured by a “composite”
score
The goal: At least 50 percent of students
would meet or exceed state-set standards
by 2004.
The measure: Adequate yearly progress
(AYP) over a five-year period, beginning in
1999. Schools’ AYP goals were based on
the distance they had to go to reach 50
percent.
Sanctions for failure: Students were
given the option of transferring to a better
public school in the same district or another district if that district agreed.
Using 1999 ISATs as a baseline, the Illinois State Board of Education used scores
from the last three years (2000, 2001 and
2002) to rate schools. All schools that
scored less than 50 percent and failed to
meet their AYP goals for at least two consecutive years were required to provide
transfer options. Chicago worked out a
scaled-back “pilot” choice plan with the

CATALYST CHICAGO/September 2002

How Illinois will rate
elementary schools
beginning next year
The test, subjects: Reading and math
ISATs
The goal: All students are to meet or
exceed state standards by the end of the
2013-2014 school year.
The measure: Adequate yearly progress
toward that goal for the school as a whole
and for each of these subgroups of students: major ethnic groups, low-income
students, students with disabilities, students with limited English proficiency and
migrant students.
With 2002 test scores as a base line,
each school’s progress goals will be based
on the distance it has to cover to meet the
2014 goal of 100 percent proficiency. For
example, a school where 40 percent of the
students met or exceeded state standards
in reading and math on the 2002 ISAT has
another 60 percent to go. The school-wide
annual progress goal for that school would
be a twelfth of 60, or 5 percentage points.
If, say, only 28 percent of the Hispanic students at that school met or exceeded standards in 2002, the school has 72 percent
to go for that group, which would yield a
subgroup progress goal of 6 percent. To
avoid sanctions, schools must meet annual
yearly progress goals for the school as a
whole and all designated subgroups.
Sanctions for failure: School choice
continues for schools that fail to make
progress goals for two consecutive years.
Parents of children at schools that fail
three years in a row are to get additional
tutoring options. The district can make
staffing changes at schools that fail four
years in a row. Conversion to a charter
school or other governance change will
become a possibility at schools that fail
five years in a row.
Alexander Russo

Board to call shots on new federal money

C

hicago’s public schools are getting a 27 percent increase in federal Title I funds this year, school
officials say, but schools will not see an
increase in their discretionary money.
Instead, the School Board has decided
how to use the extra money on schools’
behalf.
Even in the view of one of the city’s
staunchest decentralization advocates,
that’s OK.
“I don’t think that’s inappropriate,”
says Donald Moore, executive director of
the research and advocacy group
Designs for Change. “Here are some of
the schools that have had a chance over
the years and haven’t improved.”
Title I funding for CPS will rise to $216
million, according to Budget Director
John Maiorca. Of that amount, $125 million will be distributed to 481 schools
through a formula that reflects the percentage of students receiving free or
reduced-price student lunches and federal
family assistance. The per-pupil amount
ranges from $281 to $995, depending on
the concentration of poverty.
No school will be docked Title I
money because of student transfers to
another school. “The schools were held
harmless,” chief CPS attorney Marilyn
Johnson said at a briefing for local
school council members. “The principals asked, and we are going to do that.”
CPS is providing the 179 schools
deemed to be failing under No Child Left
Behind (NCLB) with additional services
costing about $35 million. About $10
million will be devoted to professional
development and $25 million to school-

based reading specialists,
additional classroom teachers, after-school tutoring,
diagnostic testing and the
Chicago schools, public and nonpublic combined, will have an
like. CPS says it is going to
extra $76 million to spend this school year under the 2002 reauthorization of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act,
allocate the extras based on
called No Child Left Behind. Funding will rise to $318.8 million,
need.
from $243 million, or 31 percent, according to CPS budgets for
“We were afraid they
2001-02 and 2002-03. The following are major categories with
were just going to plug
significant increases.*
holes in the budget with it,”
Category
2001-02 2002-03
says Denise Dixon, president of the advocacy group
Low-income students
$175.8
$227.2
Illinois ACORN. “But since
Language acquisition
3.8
11.0
they are actually taking the
Discretionary
5.1
10.0
money and putting it into
Technology
7.2
8.3
programs that are going to
Reading First
5.0
7.5
get into the classroom, then
Community schools
NA
6.2
that make sense to us.”
Safe, drug-free schools
4.0
5.0
On average, the 179
*Selected sections in millions, rounded
schools will get more addiSource: CPS final FY02, FY03 budgets, online.
tional resources in a single
year than schools on CPS
probation got in their best funding year.
schools that receive students from the
Some will continue to receive such CPSfailing schools. Some of the receiving
provided extras as external partners,
schools have only recently met their
probation managers and management
improvement goals.
interns, according to Chief AccountabilAs CATALYST goes to press, the
ity Officer Phil Hansen.
amount of Title I money CPS will use to
By increasing after-school tutoring,
transport students under NCLB choice
CPS is guarding against the possible
is not available. In July, school officials
diversion of Title I money next year as
said they would use up to $5 million.
another NCLB provision kicks in. Under
Other uses of Title I include childthe law, students at schools that have
parent centers, summer school, profesfailed to meet their annual progress goals
sional development for teachers and
three years in a row may use their share of
administration of the federal programs.
Title I money to purchase tutoring from
When all federal funds are counted,
outside vendors, including community
federal funding makes up 20 percent of
organizations and for-profit companies.
the $4.3 billion CPS budget this year,
This year, CPS plans to provide addiofficials say.
Alexander Russo
tional support to at least some of the

‘No Child’ boosts funding

What were they thinking?
Listen to one of the advocate-authors of No Child Left Behind in a CAN-TV (Channel 21)
broadcast of a March symposium on the new federal law.
The Sept. 29 broadcast begins with William L. Taylor, acting chair of the Citizens’ Commission on Civil Rights, explaining the rationale and
potential of the legislation, especially its provisions for testing and accountability. The broadcast will be from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Other panelists are:
Barbara Eason-Watkins, Chicago Public Schools
Gail Lieberman, Illinois State Board of Education
Julie Woestehoff, Parents United for Responsible Education

Deborah Lynch, Chicago Teachers Union
Patricia Mendoza, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund
Alexander Russo, contributing editor, CATALYST and Title I Report

Moderated by CATALYST Publisher Linda Lenz
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City, state sampler

Slow starts, false starts abound across country
Chicago and Illinois aren’t the only places trying to minimize the

impact of No Child Left Behind during the first year of implementation. Here is a glimpse at what’s happening in other cities and states,
according to recent newspaper reports.

BALTIMORE

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

GEORGIA

Only 200 get to go. Only 11 elementary
and middle schools met the School Board’s
criteria for receiving schools. The criteria
included distance limits, a minimum
achievement level and excess capacity that,
contrary to federal directives, took class
size into consideration. Baltimore has 83
failing schools enrolling 30,000 students.
The 11 receiving schools have fewer than
200 open seats.

Choosing blind. Initially, the district gave
parents at 17 failing schools four days to
indicate whether they wanted to transfer
their children, but it did not identify the
receiving schools. Instead, the district
planned to assign children to new schools
later in the summer. “Low-income kids
and families should have the same opportunities for choosing what schools their
kids go to as anyone else in Albuquerque,”
a critic told the Albuquerque Tribune. The
district subsequently paired each of the 17
with three receiving schools. It also gave
parents a choice of any school with openings, so long as they transported their children. The district would reimburse them at
35 cents a mile. These children got priority
over students wanting to transfer from
non-failing schools.

High standards. Georgia set a relatively
high standard, requiring improvement
among various demographic subgroups,
not just the student body as a whole. As a
result, 437 of its 1,607 elementary and
middle schools, or 27 percent, were found
to be failing under NCLB.

NEW YORK CITY
Little early interest. The nation’s largest
public school system put relatively loose
limits on school choice for the some
400,000 students attending the almost
400 schools, a third of the total, deemed
to be failing under NCLB. Children who
want to transfer must choose another
school in the same subdistrict, which typically have about 30 schools each. In one
subdistrict, parents of only 20 children
expressed an interest.

LAS VEGAS
One school loses 70. Only 109 children
asked to transfer out of this city’s five failing schools, but 70 were from the same
school. Some 4,500 students were eligible.
Officials gave parents just one choice,
based on proximity and available space.
Two of the five failing schools are managed by the for-profit Edison Schools Inc.

CAMDEN, N.J.
Do it yourself. The district told parents
that no schools had available slots and that
they should scout their own options at
charter schools and schools in neighboring
districts. No open slots were found.
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GREENVILLE COUNTY, S.C.
Pressure expands choice. Initially, the
School Board restricted transfers to just
two receiving schools. Following criticism
from the community, it increased the number to six. Four schools were deemed to be
failing in this district of 62,000 students.

KENTUCKY
January transfer. For Kentucky, the U.S.
Department of Education used scores from
two years ago to identify failing schools.
The state protested and won permission to
use more recent scores. However, those
scores will not be released until September. As a result, the state would like to
hold off on student transfers until semester break in January, but does not know
whether the feds will permit that, according to a spokesperson. Kentucky was one
of the first states to set long-term goals
for bringing all students to proficiency.

LOUISIANA
Recalibrating standards. In Louisiana,
the state renamed the performance levels
on its required graduation test. The highest
level had been “advanced,” followed by
“proficient,” “basic,” “approaching basic”
and “unsatisfactory.” The state had set a
goal of bringing all students to basic in 10
years and to proficient in 20 years, meaning
by 2019. The federal legislation requires
that students be “proficient” in 12 years.
To maintain its own timetable without risking the loss of federal money, Louisiana
converted “proficient” to “mastery.”

ARKANSAS, WYOMING
No failing schools. There is wide variation among states on the number and percentage of schools deemed to be failing
under NCLB. For example, Arkansas and
Wyoming have none this year. Michigan
has the most, 1,513. The reason is that the
federal law allows states to set their own
standards. To discourage states from setting low standards, NCLB requires them to
administer the National Assessment of
Educational Progress (NAEP) to a sample of
students every two years. By comparing
those scores with NCLB results, judgments
can be made on the rigor of state standards. In the most recent round of testing,
Arkansas scored below the national average of NAEP, and Wyoming scored above.
Alexander Russo

New law gives boost to community schools
by Catrin Einhorn

A

little-known aspect of the new
federal education law is
breathing life and extra money
into community programs
that pick up where schools leave off.
No Child Left Behind earmarks $1
billion for the national program called
21st Century Community Learning Centers, an effort to expand after-school academic programs.
About $325 million of that amount
will go directly to states to be distributed
to school districts. Illinois is slated to
receive an additional $12.5 million this
year, and may get more in the future. This
year, Chicago Public Schools anticipates
$6.2 million in 21st Century funding.
CPS is looking to expand the number
of schools that are open after hours to
students and community residents for
academic and extra-curricular activities.
The goal is to open 100 community
schools by 2006.
Now, at least 26 schools offer such
programs, which can boost student academic performance, as well as morale,
says Schools CEO Arne Duncan. “You
have to give reasons for students to be
excited about coming to school everyday,” he says. “It’s not always going to be
algebra, trig or biology. Often it’s the
extracurriculars that keep students
motivated.”
The idea is to keep schools open in
the evening and on weekends, and offer
courses and services to meet the community’s needs, such as GED and computer classes for adults, and structured
recreational activities and counseling
for children and families.
CPS, along with Bank One and the
Polk Bros. Foundation, have contributed
$4 million to the newly created Campaign to Expand Community Schools
towards the effort.

Long history
Local advocates like to point out that the
community learning center concept
dates back to the late 19th century,
when Jane Addams founded Hull House.

More recently, principals have used
school reform to create alliances with
community-based organizations.
When he was principal of Spry Elementary in the early 1990s, Carlos
Azcoitia, deputy chief education officer,
says he invited police from the precinct to
help create a sports and safety program.
In 1997, Polk Bros. Foundation
launched pilot community schools at
Brentano, Marquette and Riis. (See
related stories on pages 15 and 17.) Once
the pilot ended three years later, Polk
Bros. teamed up with CPS to launch
three more schools.
At the same time, CPS applied for and

rate and foundation support for community schools up to $1.5 million.
“We cut where we needed to cut,” he
says. “This was an area we thought was
critically important.”
The Campaign to Expand Community schools will allow donor corporations
and foundations to select partner
schools. However, all schools will have
to formally apply to get funding. New
community schools may also receive
technical assistance from the Campaign,
which is exploring the option of hiring a
campaign director and a small staff.
Still fundraising, the Campaign has
several mid-size foundations on board,

“You have to give reasons for
students to be excited about coming
to school everyday ... often its the
extracurriculars that keep the
students motivated.”
Arne Duncan, CEO, Chicago Public Schools
received millions in 21st century grants
to develop after-school programming
across the district.
In the fall of 2000, an influential community schools supporter from New York
moved to Chicago and took up the cause.
Judy Dimon, whose husband, Jamie, is
CEO of Bank One, had worked for more
than 10 years with the Children’s Aid
Society, which oversees a network of nine
community schools and provides technical assistance to program newcomers.
Dimon began talking up the concept
in civic and political circles. At a meeting with Duncan two days after he was
appointed CEO, she found a like mind
and support. Soon after, a Chicago chapter of the national Coalition for Community Schools was born.
After the No Child law passed in January, Duncan made a commitment to
increase the number of community
schools. Despite state cuts, Duncan is
sticking to his pledge to match corpo-

and it has requests pending at larger
ones, says Suzanne Kerbow of Polk Bros.
Foundation. Eventually, a steering committee will oversee Campaign activities.
It will likely comprise representatives of
donors who contribute $20,000 or more,
along with CPS and the Mayor’s office.

New grant process
Meantime, schools and nonprofits,
many on their last year of funding, are
restlessly awaiting the release of the
revised 21st Century grant application.
State Board of Education officials say it
will be available in late August or September, and plan to begin funding
schools in January.
Besides shifting responsibility for distributing grants from the federal government to states, the No Child law also
See COMMUNITY page 16
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Briefing page:

School choice under ‘No Child’
JOHN BOOZ

“I honestly believe that
the best way to fix
these schools is to fix
these schools.”
Arne Duncan, CEO, Chicago Public Schools

The law

City, state action

@ No Child Left Behind is the name
of sweeping federal legislation aimed at
bringing all students to proficiency in
reading and math by the 2013-2014
school year.

@ Across the country, states and
cities moved quickly to limit choice.
Illinois and Chicago moved further
than many. For example, the General
Assembly approved legislation requested by Chicago to exempt magnet
schools and crowded schools from the
list of “receiving” schools.

@ It requires schools to make adequate yearly progress toward that goal.
Average test scores must improve not
only for the student bodies as a whole,
but also for individual subgroups that
include major ethnic groups, lowincome students, students with disabilities, students with limited English
proficiency and migrant students. State
tests and standards are used to measure
failure and success.
@ Children at schools that fail to
make “adequate yearly progress” two
years in a row may transfer to better-performing schools, transportation provided. Children at schools that fail to make
their progress goals three years in a row
also may use their share of federal Title I
money to purchase tutoring. Eventually,
schools that fail to make progress could
be closed or converted to charter.
@ To help schools improve, Congress
substantially boosted education funding, especially to urban and rural districts with dense concentrations of
low-income students.
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@ Chicago ended up with 179 “failing” elementary schools. However, it
offered choice to students at only 50 of
these schools and restricted the choices
within a three-mile radius. Schools
CEO Arne Duncan said that a broader
busing program would have increased
costs “exponentially.” With a quarter of
elementary students already attending
school outside their neighborhood, he
added, “We have more choice than any
other big city in America, including
New York, Boston and Los Angeles.”
@ Following two open houses at
each of the receiving schools, 2,407
children applied for transfers. After
matching requests with openings, CPS
approved 1,165 transfers for 2002-03.

Odd outcomes
@ Since success and failure are
measured by improvement in tests
scores, not absolute scores, some

schools deemed to be failing have higher scores than schools judged to be OK.
For example, Haugan Elementary in
Albany Park, considered failing under
NCLB, has higher 2002 reading scores
on the Iowa Tests of Basic Skills than do
55 of the non-failing “receiving” schools.

More money
@ Title I funding for CPS will rise 27
percent to $216 million, according to
school officials. Of that, $125 million—
the same as last year—will be distributed to 481 schools through a formula
that reflects the percentage of students
receiving free or reduced-price student
lunches and federal family assistance.
@ Another $35 million will be used
for additional programs at the 179 failing schools, including professional
development, school-based reading specialists, additional classroom teachers,
after-school tutoring, diagnostic testing
and the like. CPS says it is going to
allocate the extras based on need. Other
programs supported by Title I include
child-parent centers and summer
school.

Reaction
@ The School Board received widespread praise for its plans for the federal funds and scant criticism for the
choice restrictions.

Online

www.catalyst-chicago.org
@ A list of sending schools and their
receiving schools, along with the number
of transfers requested and the number
approved.
@ Links to web sites with more information on No Child Left Behind.
@ This page translated into Spanish.

Brentano Elementary

Experienced partner makes a difference
by Catrin Einhorn

T

JOHN BOOZ

he parent-mentor program at
Brentano Elementary School,
one of a growing number of
community schools in Chicago, is aimed at developing
more educational support for students.
But it also seeks to transform parents’
lives and open new horizons for their
children. It worked for Hortensia Garcia, a stay-at-home mother of three.
When Garcia signed up for the ninemonth training program, she was a fulltime mom who did not speak English.
By the time she completed the program,
she had gained enough confidence to
leave an abusive relationship, get a job
as a teacher’s aide and learn English.
Meanwhile, her 10-year-old daughter
Rosa enrolled in an after-school tutoring
program. Within months, her grades
had improved. And Hector Uriostegui,
18, Garcia’s oldest son, decided to volunteer at the school as well.
“I feel better about myself,” Garcia
says. “I know I’m worth more than just
staying in the house cleaning. I can support myself now.”
Parent-mentors are one component
of a program that has made Brentano
much more than a school, and, in the
process, improved children’s education.
The community schools program
includes after-school tutoring, summer
camp, sports and arts for students. It
also hosts GED and ESL classes for
adults, and family nights for everyone.
The parent-mentor program was
developed by the Logan Square Neighborhood Association (LSNA), a local pioneer in community schools. It was the
cornerstone of one of the city’s first community schools at Funston Elementary
in 1995. Now, LSNA oversees community school programs at six elementary
schools, and may open more.
“Many families were looking for various services, but they didn’t want to

Luis Medina, right, a 3rd-grader who is enrolled in summer camp at Brentano, designs a mural with
guidance from Laura Reisch, a teacher at the Chicago Children’s Museum at Navy Pier.

leave the community,” says LSNA Executive Director Nancy Aardema. “So we
started looking at public space and the
way to make services available. The
schools are where the people are—it was
a win-win situation.”
LSNA’s formula for community
schools includes hiring a resource coordinator at each school. The coordinators
are responsible for working with an advisory board of parents, teachers and the
principal for program input, then finding
programs that suit community needs.
At LSNA, organizer Lisette Moreno
provides all six community schools with
technical assistance, monitors their
progress toward meeting program goals
and identifies funding opportunities. She
also oversees the resource coordinators,
and makes sure they keep in touch with
each other and circulate good ideas.
“There needs to be someone keeping
the connection going,” Moreno
explains. “The coordinators don’t have
time to go to state, city and community
school meetings.”
Since converting to a community

At a Glance Brentano
Neighborhood: Logan Square
Enrollment...............................899
Low-income...............................95
Mobility rate.............................17
Racial Breakdown (%)
White..............................6
Black...............................3
Asian...............................1
Hispanic ........................89
Percent scoring
above average on ITBS
Reading.........................42
Math..............................50
The most recent data available for demographic information is from the 2000-2001
school year. Test scores are from 2002.
SOURCE: Chicago Public Schools

school format in 1997, Brentano has
seen its student test scores rise nearly
every year. This past spring, 42 percent
of students scored at or above national
CATALYST CHICAGO/September 2002
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averages in reading on the Iowa Tests of
Basic Skills, and 50 percent scored at or
above in math.
Parent-mentors play a supportive
role in helping to raise Brentano’s test
scores. About 15 parent-mentors work in
classrooms daily, tutoring struggling
students and freeing up teacher time to
keep the rest of the students on track.
Brentano trains about 15 parents
mentors every year, then deploys them
as classroom helpers. After an introductory workshop, they spend 10 hours a
week in classrooms working with small
groups of students. Parent-mentors are
required to attend weekly meetings on
topics ranging from how to teach math
to stress management to parenting.
The program also helps parents develop new skills and boosts confidence by
encouraging them to set personal goals,
such as learning English or getting a
GED. One of Garcia’s goals, for instance,
was to learn English. At the end of the
school year, they graduate from the program and receive a stipend of $1,200.
Parents who complete the training
often are inspired to get more involved
at the school, says Rose Becerra, a former parent-mentor who now coordinates the program. Many opt to run for a
seat on the local school council, she
adds. This spring, 11 parents were contenders for six open seats.
They also become better parents.
Connie Quinones, a 30-year-old mother

of two, can attest to that. “I was one of
those parents that would drop their kids
off [at school] and go back home,” she
recalls. “I didn’t care what they did in
school.”
As a parent-mentor, Quinones now
helps other kids, too. Last year, she
worked with a 6th grade girl who had
trouble with school and at home. Working with Quinones, the girl’s grades
jumped from F’s to B’s, and she scored at
grade level on standardized tests.

Brentano was the second community
school in LSNA’s network. It benefited
from lessons LSNA learned from working with its first community school,
Funston.
At Funston, LSNA hired grassroots
organizers to provide parents with leadership training. (A state initiative to
develop collaboration between schools,
families and nonprofits picked up the
tab.) However, the focus on giving parents more authority at schools backfired
because it alienated Funston’s teachers
and the principal, says Sam Whalen, a
researcher who studied community
school programs.
A year later, when LSNA began working on launching another community
school at Brentano, organizers knew
what to do. They cultivated teacher buy-

in early, and, at the suggestion of the
program funder, Polk Bros. Foundation,
created an oversight team comprised of
teachers, the principal and parents.
Brentano, one of three schools that
participated in Polk Bros.’ community
schools pilot, received a $285,000 grant
over three years from the foundation,
plus another $50,000 for planning and
programming.
LSNA had been successful raising
money to launch and nurture community programs initially, but sustaining
such funding for more schools in the
long run is a concern.
By the time funding for the pilot at
Brentano ran out, the school was in line
to share in a three-year federal government grant from 21st Century Community Learning Centers. The grant, about
$2.4 million, would cover most program
expenses.
Brentano’s annual budget for community school programs is $128,000, according to resource coordinator Juan Pablo
Herrera. It includes salary for a full-time
resource coordinator and extra pay for
teachers, other after-school staff and
training and stipends for parent-mentors.
Since 21st Century funding is considered seed money, LSNA will not be eligible to receive the grant once it expires. “I
don’t know how the government can
look at that amount of money as seed
money and think someone else could
pick it up,” LSNA Director Aardema says.
Two state senators and a state representative have helped Brentano and
other LSNA community schools get
state funding. And Aardema is hoping to
get a share of the $4 million raised by
the city’s Campaign to Expand Community Schools. But both are short-term
solutions, she notes.
“This is a policy issue,” she explains.
“We believe [community schools] should
be part of how education is funded. This
should be a public responsibility.”

COMMUNITY

should get a substantial chunk, Duncan
adds. The law requires that grants go to
schools that are deemed “in need of
improvement,” the official term for
schools required to offer choice.
Viewed as seed money, 21st Century
grants require community schools to
spend too much time and energy trying
to secure future funding, says Judy
Kaplan, who is part of a task force that
trains 21st Century grantees nationwide.
Kerbow of Polk Bros. counters that

community school partnerships can
survive if nonprofits cut costs by moving
staff into schools.
The struggling Boys and Girls Club is
looking to do just that. Published
reports say the organization is looking
to move its centers into CPS schools and
move away from managing its own facilities. But some say such a deal would
funnel federal dollars into a single program rather than allowing all interested
nonprofits to compete.

“I was one of those parents that
would drop their kids off and go
back home. I didn’t care what they
did in school.”
Connie Quinones, parent-mentor

continued from page 13

allows states to extend funding for up to
five years. (The current limit is three.)
The grants are also tied to stricter academic standards, and community-based
organizations are allowed to apply independently. Previously, such groups had
to apply through educational entities.
When the state begins distributing its
first round of 21st Century grants, CPS
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Community school pioneer

Marquette Elementary

Creating a community school from scratch
by Catrin Einhorn

JOHN BOOZ

L

ori Rios’ bulletin board is testimony to the breakthroughs she
has spearheaded in integrating
Marquette Elementary School
with its community, an area that
has long been home to racial change and
sometimes tension. Pictures show a
Thanksgiving dinner where children
served their parents, a parent-teacher
volleyball match, a cute-pet contest and
a family picnic with the fire department.
Marquette’s community school program last year served about 350 children
and 100 adults, offering about 25 activities including homework help, dance
classes, family nights and courses in
English as a Second Language.
Even so, the program has been beset
by a variety of problems, says Rios,
resource coordinator for community
school programs. “It’s gotten stuck in a
hole.” The local school council and the
School Board locked horns over principal selection. Latino and African-American parents have sometimes disagreed
over the program’s direction. And now
funding has been cut.
“I would love to see the school as full
in evening as it is in the day, and I’ve got
a million and one ideas,” Rios says. “But
I can’t do it because I don’t have the
money to bring people in. So I’m stuck
between a rock and a hard place … and
it’s kinda sad.”
Rios got mixed financial news in July.
A state government grant that covered
most community school expenses had
been renewed. But the renewal grant was
for less money and Marquette would have
to trim next year’s budget by $7,000. The
total annual budget is $120,000.
It will be difficult to make up the
shortfall, she predicts. “It’s a lot of
money, and it’s going to hurt us. I don’t
exactly know where I’m going to match
the cut.”
This year’s unexpected shortfall is the

Students learn to ride public transportation in summer camp at Marquette Elementary, which offers
a variety of classes for adults and children through its community school program.

latest challenge in Marquette’s ongoing
struggle to integrate the school with its
community.
Marquette is one of three community
school programs launched in a 1997
pilot program funded by the Polk Bros.
Foundation. Unlike one counterpart that
had a head start on community school
conversions (see related story, p. 15),
Marquette had to create its program
from scratch, no simple task for a school
overflowing with more than 2,200 students in an area that has long been home
to ethnic change and racial tension.
The pilot required each school to
team up with a nonprofit partner that
would serves as a fiscal agent and assist
with programming. Marquette joined
forces with Metropolitan Family Services, an agency with more experience in
providing direct services to low-income
families than community organizing.
Initially, Rios, a former youth services
coordinator for Latino Youth, says she had
trouble getting buy-in from parents and
teachers even though the principal was
committed to the idea and the community had expressed interest. Her initial high
hope was that Marquette’s community

At a Glance Marquette
Neighborhood: Marquette Park
Enrollment.............................2042
Low-income...............................96
Mobility rate.............................23
Racial Breakdown (%)
White...............................3
Black...............................53
Asian..............................<1
Hispanic ........................44
Percent scoring
above average on ITBS
Reading..........................36
Math...............................37
The most recent data available for demographic information is from the 2000-2001
school year. Test scores are from 2002.
SOURCE: Chicago Public Schools

school would snowball into something
bigger. But just the opposite happened.
By the time the pilot ended in 2000,
Marquette had secured replacement
funding for most of Polk Bros.’ annual
CATALYST CHICAGO/September 2002
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$95,000 grant. Nevertheless, increasing
demand for after-school activities could
not be met and participation stagnated.
Now, even those programs are threatened by budget cuts.
(Also, bitter infighting between the
LSC and the board, which invalidated
the council’s choice to succeed retiring
principal Fred Kravarik, has taken a toll
on community relations. The battle is
now being fought in the courts.)
During the pilot phase, community
school leaders on the oversight committee spent most of their time learning to
work together and gain consensus, but
they dropped the ball on funding, Rios
recalls.
As fiscal agent, Metropolitan Family
Services is responsible for securing funding for Rios’ salary—she reports to agency
staff—and other community school
expenses. So far, Metropolitan Family Services has been able to secure state funding, a Teen Reach grant, that covers 70
percent of community school program
expenses for four years. (The rest of the
money comes from school discretionary
funds (25 percent) and Metropolitan Family Services’ budget (5 percent).
The program has not received any
federal funding. An application for a 21st
Century Community Learning Center
grant, which was filed through CPS, was
declined.
“We’d love to expand it to serve more
kids, but funding is tight,” says Mark
McHugh, director of Metropolitan Family Services. “The fact that we have the
Teen Reach funding means we’ll be able
to sustain [Marquette’s community
school program] at some level for at
least the next three years.” Teen Reach is
a three-year grant, but the state must
approve funding each year.
This year’s shortfall will probably
mean fewer supplies and fewer slots for
after-school programs, many of which
already have waiting lists, McHugh adds.
Marquette is slated to receive at least
$20,000 from the Campaign to Expand
Community Schools, a coalition that
has raised money from local foundations
and CPS to provide technical assistance
to new community schools.
Meantime, Polk Bros. Foundation
officials continue to refer potential partner organizations to Marquette. Such
programs, a pilot literacy project for
example, could provide vital financial
assistance, says Associate Director
Suzanne Kerbow.

Marquette summer campers examine flowers
and plants during a field trip to the conservatory at Lincoln Park Zoo.

But Rios says none of those organizations have opted to team up with Marquette. “They tend to go to the suburbs or
up north,” she says. “It can get discouraging, because we put our best face on.”

Diverse population
Marquette’s student population reflects
the diversity of its Southwest Side
Chicago neighborhood: about half
African American, half Latino, with a few
whites, some from the Middle East.
Finding common ground can be a
challenge, and in several instances the
interests of Latino and African American
parents clashed, Rios notes.
For instance, Latino parents wanted
a folkloric dance class, but local school
council members, most of whom were
African American, wanted programs that
would appeal to all students. Rios lobbied members individually, persuading
them that the class was important to a
large segment of the community.
Now, twice a week, 2nd and 3rd
graders line up in the south lunchroom
to practice traditional Mexican dance
steps. An instructor yells out instructions in Spanish. Silvia Mendoza Cepeda
pays $10 a week for her two children to
take the class. “They get to know Mexican culture, [and] it gets them away
from TV and off the streets,” she says.
Many of Marquette’s adult education
classes are geared to Latinos, as most are

run by the Latino Organization of the
Southwest. The organization offers
three levels of ESL courses, computer
classes in Spanish, two GED classes (one
in English, one in Spanish), citizenship
classes and aerobics in Spanish. A class
for non-Spanish speakers to learn the
language is being considered.
Hector Rico, director of the Latino
Organization of the Southwest, says he
is grateful that Marquette’s facility is
available. In the past, he had searched
unsuccessfully for classroom space, but
the neighborhood has few public buildings, he says.
This summer, Marquette didn’t have
enough money to keep the building
open during the evening, so Rico had to
look for other space. “It’s a headache for
us,” he says. He eventually found suitable space at a nearby church, but he
plans to return to Marquette in the fall.
“We are a community that is underserved,” Rico says. There’s no Boys and
Girls Club and the YMCA is small, he
adds. “This is a community in transition
and there’s not enough institutions that
fulfill the needs of the newcomers.”

Lessons learned
Rios believes the community school can
help ease neighborhood tensions by getting more parents involved and recruiting school staff to stay after hours.
Marquette teachers were the toughest
group to bring around, notes Rios, who
keeps a manila folder of their complaints
about missing supplies. To keep the
peace, Rios promised to replace them.
Once a teacher reported the class pet
tarantula was missing. Rios spent the
next day searching pet shops for the difficult-to-find species. She bought one
for $300. When she returned to the
school, she learned the missing spider
had been found.
Rios also came up with creative ways
to involve teachers. She also hired some
of them to work as instructors or coaches.
Students are more motivated when
they get to know their teachers better,
says Sam Whalen, a University of Chicago researcher who studied Polk Bros.
community-school pilot.
There are two components of academic progress: high standards and
social support, he says. “Programs that
do one without the other don’t actually
tend to raise long-term performance.”

IBM
$1.5 million to CPS and five Chicagoarea universities for technology and professional services to improve teacher training and
instruction. The universities are Roosevelt,
Northeastern Illinois, Illinois State, Loyola and
DePaul.

Woods Fund
$180,000 over three years to Strategic
Learning Initiatives to support a researchbased model of whole-school reform that
would accelerate improvement in Chicago public schools.
$150,000 over three years to Organization of the NorthEast (ONE) to create a new
full-service community school in Edgewater,
part of the citywide Campaign to Expand Community Schools.
$100,000 over two years to Parents
United for Responsible Education to support
workshops, forums and mass media outreach
that would inform parents and local school
councils on issues related to quality classroom
instruction.
$40,000 to Designs for Change to support a community organizer position that
would train advocates for improving schools.

Polk Bros. Foundation
$130,000 to Chicago Communities in
Schools to support salaries for technical
assistance and agency-school coordinators.
$75,000 to Chicago Arts Partnerships in
Education (CAPE) for general operations.
$60,000 over two years to Austin Career
Education Center to support its alternative high
school diploma program.
$40,000 to Chicago Cares for academic
enrichment and mentoring programs at three
CPS schools: Henderson, McCormick and
Penn.
$40,000 to Literacy Chicago to recruit
and train volunteer tutors.
$35,000 to Ada S. McKinley Community
Services for Early Intervention, an after-school
and summer school program for 6th-, 7thand 8th-graders in Bronzeville.
$35,000 to Organization of the NorthEast
(ONE) to support a leadership development
training program for parents whose children
attend public schools in Uptown and Edgewater.
$35,000 to the Rochelle Lee Fund for
Streams, a program that facilitates collaboration
between teachers in consecutive grades to

improve reading instruction at 40 CPS schools.
$30,000 to National Lekotek Center to
support parenting classes and family play sessions for welfare-to-work families in West
Humboldt Park.
$25,000 to Ariel Education Initiative to
support school-day and after-school enrichment activities at Ariel Community Academy.
$25,000 to the Executive Service Corps
of Chicago for general operating support for
its work in Chicago’s public schools.
$20,000 to Chicago Foundation for Education to support a small grants program for
teachers.
$20,000 to College Summit Chicago to
support an initiative to increase the number of
low-income CPS students who matriculate and
graduate from college.
$20,000 to Hug-a-Book for teacher professional development programs at five early
childhood centers, including some in Chicago
public schools.
$20,000 to Northeastern Illinois University for a program that connects CPS students
to scientific expeditions via the Internet.
$15,000 to American Friends Service
Committee for an academic support and recreation program for African-American youth at
six CPS schools: Fuller, Reavis, Smyth and
Robinson elementaries; Canter Middle and
Douglass Jr. High.
$15,000 to Robert Morris College for a
family literacy program for primary-grade students at Mollison Elementary.

Northern Trust
$20,000 to Teach for America to support
teacher development programs.
$20,000 to Erie Neighborhood House for
its Tutoring to Educate for Aims and Motivation (TEAM) program.
$18,500 over two years to Right Angle
Educational Foundation to support a college
scholarship program for Wells High School.
$15,000 over three years to Art
Resources in Teaching to support art programs at Drummond Elementary School.
$10,000 to Golden Apple Foundation for
general operating support.
$7,500 to Gads Hill Center for afterschool and weekend college preparatory classes for public school students in the Pilsen
community.
$7,500 to College Summit Chicago for
general operating support.

$7,500 to Working in the Schools
(WITS) for general operating support.
$5,000 to Hug-a-Book for teacher professional development programs at five early
childhood centers, including some in Chicago
public schools.
$5,000 to East Village Youth Program
for general operating support.
$5,000 to Target Hope for its Saturday
Academy, an academic enrichment program
that serves 225 students at 26 CPS high
schools and several suburban high schools.
$3,500 to North Lawndale Learning
Community for general operating support.
$3,500 to Chicago Foundation for Education for its grants to teachers program.
$3,000 to Literacy Works for general
operating support.
$3,000 to Chicago Commons Association for its Nuevos Futuros (New Futures) youth
mentoring program, which encourages Latino
and African- American high school students to
graduate and continue their education.
$2,000 to Drummond Elementary to
purchase books for a classroom library.
$2,000 to Wells High School for a
camping retreat.

Ford Foundation
$150,000 to the American Institute for
Social Justice, based in Washington, DC, to
explore strategies for four nonprofits—Chicago ACORN, Logan Square Neighborhood
Association, Designs for Change and Cross
City Campaign for Urban School Reform—to
collaborate to improve public schools though
community organizing.

The Walt and Lilly Disney Foundation
$50,000 to Disney Magnet School to
purchase supplies and to support its program
to integrate fine arts into the curriculum.

Commonwealth Edison
$25,776 to Farragut High School to purchase a van.

Friends of Lincoln, Inc.
$25,000 to Lincoln Elementary for
salary support for a part-time art teacher and
to purchase art supplies.

Compiled by Eunice Kim
For more grant briefs, see www.catalyst-chicago.org
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Before reviewing your recent coverage of
Manley’s ongoing professional development efforts (June, 2002), we’d like to
emphasize the following facts, most of
which did not appear in your article: As
compared with four years ago when this
project began,
nearly three times as many Manley students are reading at or above national
norms (up from 7.5 to 20.8 percent);
nearly 20 percent fewer students are
performing in the bottom quartile in Reading;
five times as many Manley graduates are
going on to college (up from 10 percent to
50 percent);
over two-thirds of Manley’s core content
area teachers have been actively involved
in this effort;
classroom teaching has substantially
improved (based on rubric-guided observations conducted by outside evaluators);
Manley teachers themselves have
strongly supported this intensive, classroom-based effort from the beginning.
Surveys conducted in the fall and spring
each year for the past three years consistently reveal that teachers have felt supported by this initiative, feel that it has
helped their teaching, and that it has been
a valuable and respectful project. Indeed,
a group of lead Manley teachers were
involved in the design phase.;
Manley now has a recruiting edge in
attracting talented new teachers.
In light of these facts, it is our view that
CATALYST could have—and should
have—written a much different article.
The truth is, meaningful school change—
change that requires people to rethink
long-standing habits and do things differently—is complicated. It is naïve to think
it comes without some turmoil and bumps
along the way. These day-to-day dramas
may make for a juicy article, but those
involved in the frontline work know that
they are a distraction from the real story.
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CHRISTINE OLIVA

Article sold Manley short,
much progress has been made

Manley High School

The real question here is not whether
the Manley project hit some inevitable
bumps, but (1) whether classroom teaching at Manley has improved, (2) whether
this strategy is one that others should consider pursuing, and if so, (3) what can be
learned from the work that’s been done.
Having lived with this project for four
years, our answer is a resounding yes to
the first two questions. Teaching at Manley has clearly improved over the last four
years. Moreover, the work going on at
Manley absolutely underscores our initial
(and research-based) belief that effective
professional development must be sustained, it must be classroom-based, and it
should include external support. In short,
coaching works and is a promising avenue
for classroom-level change.
And the good news is, we have learned
some things that might help the next such
effort and that might inform larger issues.
Most importantly, as a system we need to
find ways to train and develop teachercoaches to do this work, and we should
consider creating a career track for teachers that demonstrate this skill.
In closing, we’d like to note that we
know from experience how futile it can be
to challenge an article that has already
been released, since we inevitably look
defensive and/or self-serving. So we are
resisting the urge to quarrel with a number of the statements and observations
included in the article and editorial that
we think are simply wrong. Instead, we

will limit ourselves to refuting what seems
to be a principal Catalyst criticism; namely that we “rushed the planning.” That is
simply not the case. A collaborative team
from UIC, MacArthur, Steans, and Manley
(administrators and teachers) worked for a
year putting the plan together and getting
it ready for implementation. Would more
time have been helpful? Sure. Would it
have made a material difference? Probably
not, for the simple reason that our chief
implementation issues stemmed from lastminute bureaucratic changes and obstacles that are hard to avoid regardless of
advance planning.
At the end of the day, we are disappointed that Catalyst chose to talk about
the unavoidable drama of this project,
rather than about its impact. In our view,
the Manley initiative—tension and all—
represents one of the most powerful methods for genuinely impacting schools at a
classroom level. And our results prove it.
Greg Darnieder, executive director
Steans Family Foundation
Katherine Flanagan, principal
Manley High School
Vicki Chou, dean
College of Education, UIC
Connie Bridge, executive director
Council on Teacher Education, UIC
Peter Martinez, director
Center for School Leadership, UIC
Robin Steans, trustee
Steans Family Foundation

Editor’s Note: The 2002 scores on the Tests
of Achievement and Proficiency were not
available when CATALYST’s article was written. An update is on page 22.

New small school at Orr High
tests limits of autonomy
by Maureen Kelleher

I

n late July, students and teachers
from a small, military high school
bivouacked at a Lutheran camp just
outside Rockford.
Teachers spent much of their time
planning curriculum for the Junior
ROTC and community service school,
while students learned team-building
and problem-solving skills. But on the
last day, both groups got together to
hash out basics: A school name, a mascot, colors and uniforms.
The group quickly agreed on the
mascot, a phoenix, which inspired the
school name, Phoenix Academy, and
school colors of red and silver. But uniforms became a point of contention, and
students, who originally favored wearing
uniforms every day, began to balk as the
daily dress code took shape. (Junior
ROTC cadets wear full-dress uniforms
once a week.)
Rising senior Melvin Miranda persuaded his colleagues that uniforms
would distinguish Phoenix Academy students from others at Orr High School,
where Phoenix is housed. His argument
was succinct: “Let Orr do their thing and
let us do our thing.”
Since it was created in April, Phoenix
has struggled to set itself apart. One of five
new, small high schools created under the
Chicago High School Redesign Initiative,
Phoenix is part of the first phase of a citywide effort to subdivide large, poorly performing high schools such as Orr into
smaller, potentially more successful units.
Each small school is intended to
function autonomously, with its own
principal or lead teacher, staff and students. Ideally, small school educators

will set their own course. Most of the
new schools got off to a good start when
they selected leaders last spring. (See
CATALYST June 2002)
But months of wrangling among
Orr’s teachers, administrators and local
school council wound up in a stalemate,
and Chicago Public Schools officials had
to step in to settle the dispute.
Joy-Constance Stratton, previously an
assistant principal at an all-boys Catholic
high school, was named principal of
Phoenix on July 1, and by mid-August,
Orr Principal Leon Hudnall was replaced.
“We didn’t want to get into selecting
the principal—that’s for schools to do,”
says Pat Ford, director of the Redesign
Initiative. “But this particular school
had some issues.”

Early flashpoint
Choosing a principal for Orr’s first small
school was a flashpoint from the start.
Last December, the Virginia-based
George C. Marshall Foundation
approached Hudnall and other Orr
staffers with an idea: Convert Orr’s Junior
ROTC program into an independent small
school focused on leadership, character
development and community service.
Orr bought the idea and together they
pitched it to the Redesign Initiative, a
coalition of local funders who, along with
the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation,
donated $18.2 million to support a project to break up troubled high schools
into smaller, more personal learning
communities. The new Junior ROTC
school would begin that process at Orr.
The initial proposal called for a principal, rather than a lead teacher, to run

the small school, but it gave Hudnall the
final say over principal selection.
That caveat was a sticking point for
funders and CPS officials who were
charged with approving small school
proposals, says Jeanne Nowaczewski,
who oversees small schools for CPS.
“There would have to be a more inclusive process which gave weight to the
teachers involved.”
A more inclusive process was created
and implemented once the proposal was
approved in April. A search committee
comprised of Hudnall, Assistant Principal Mose Vines, two teachers and a
Junior ROTC instructor was formed. But
it quickly became apparent that this
process merely paid lip service to
teacher input.
“The positions weren’t advertised—it
was just through word of mouth,” says
Orr Assistant Principal Hilda Moore,
who applied for the job.
Candidates were narrowed down to
two finalists: Moore and Katherine Harris,
a principal-in-training in the first class of
New Leaders for New Schools, an alternative certification program for principals.
Phoenix teachers backed Harris; Orr
administrators favored Moore. Questions were raised about Harris’s principal credentials, which were pending but
not yet in hand. “The model we chose
was to have a principal,” says Hudnall.
“It was agreed upon that the candidate
should have a type 75 [state certificate].”
At this point, Orr’s local school council demanded a say in the proceedings.
“We were concerned that the council was
being left out because we were on intervention,” says teacher representative
Richard Watson. “We should have had at
least an advisory role in the process.”
CATALYST CHICAGO/September 2002
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Antonnette
McWilliams, center, a
junior at Phoenix
Academy, tries to
keep her balance on
“land skis” while her
classmates take turns
pulling them forward.
The team-building
exercise was part of
two-week summer
retreat for teachers
and student leaders
from the new small
high school.

Round two
Although the committee voted, it
rescinded the ballot and reopened the
search. In May, the search committee
was reconvened, and this time it included LSC members and other community
residents.
Harris remained a candidate but soon
accepted an offer to develop a high
school for Ariel Community Academy.
Moore withdrew her application. “I didn’t want any controversy,” she says. “I
don’t think I really wanted it.”
The new committee winnowed the
field to three candidates: Stratton, Dunbar High Assistant Principal Solomon
Humphries and a third prospect.
Each spoke at a candidate forum and
fielded questions from Orr administrators, LSC members and prospective
small school teachers. Afterward, LSC
members and Orr administrators backed
Humphries. Teachers, however, wanted
another chance to interact with the candidates, and a second meeting was
scheduled.
Meanwhile, a backlash was building.
LSC teacher rep Watson says he feared
the Marshall Foundation, through its
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representative, Michael Farley, was trying to control the process. “My thing
was not anti-teacher,” Watson says. “I
didn’t want Mr. Farley picking the principal based on his program.”
Small school teachers say Farley was
in their corner. “The rumor was Mike
Farley was going to take over and it was
going to be his school,” says Phoenix
Academy teacher Rita Greene. “We got
that rumor straightened out.”
After a second meeting with the candidates, the teachers favored Stratton.
At this point, central office had to
intervene to resolve the impasse.
Nowaczewski and Edward Klunk, deputy
high school development officer, talked
with both sides. “We made many investigations,” says Nowaczewski. “It was our
determination that the real choice of the
staff of this school was Joy Stratton.”
“The teachers have made their
choice,” sniffed Hudnall shortly before
he abruptly returned to Morse Elementary as principal.
Hudnall was assigned to Orr when it
was placed on intervention two years
ago. He and Larry Thomas, the intervention principal at South Shore High
School, both returned to their old

schools over the summer, following tensions over the autonomy of small
schools in their buildings.
Hudnall and Thomas were good at
the kind of leadership needed at intervention schools, says John Ayers, executive director of Leadership for Quality
Education. “Now the world has
changed,” he explains. “Most principals
expect to run their show. Under the
[Redesign Initiative], it’s a more distributed leadership model.”
“Making decision by consensus
requires negotiation,” Ford says. “That’s
ultimately what happened, but in the
future, we’d like schools to have the
tools to work that out, if possible.”
Such struggles over autonomy are to
be expected as high schools change
entrenched mindsets, Ford explains.
“This is new,” she says. “We’re all going
through it for the first time. Breaking
old habits is not an easy thing.”

New habits
So far, Phoenix teachers say they are
satisfied with their choice for principal.
Stratton, who was responsible for cur-

UPDATES

Council to focus attention
on statewide education research

Q

uietly in formation the past
two years, the Illinois Education Research Council has
begun its work of conducting
and sharing research to help
guide state education policy.
Based at Southern Illinois University
in Carbondale, the council recently convened a two-day symposium that attracted more than 100 participants from
across the state. This fall, it will publish
its first study, an analysis of the state’s
supply of teachers and administrators.
“What is missing in educational
research is state level [data], especially
in Illinois,” notes Executive Director
Jennifer Presley.
Created in 2000 by Gov. George
Ryan’s Joint Education Committee, the
Council is funded through the state
Board of Higher Education.
It will serve as the research arm of
the state’s effort to coordinate curriculum and standards in public schools
from pre-kindergarten through college.
Similar efforts, dubbed the P-16 initiative, are underway in other states across
the nation.
So-called P-16 efforts aim to eliminate artificial barriers to higher education and employment that result from
discrepancies in expectations and preparation, according to the Education Commission of the States.
To further this goal in Illinois, Presley
says the Council will conduct original
education research and it will encourage
collaboration between state researchers

and policymakers through such events as
the annual symposium. “We want to help
create a seamless system of educational
opportunities,” she says.
“It’s a terrific idea,” says Martin
Orland, a research director for the U.S.
Department of Education. “A state-based
organization can act as a linchpin
between the research and policy communities. Policymakers can better
understand what research is out there,
and researchers can better understand
what policies can be made.”
Orland, who was a speaker at the
Council’s symposium, explains that
researchers and policymakers are driven
by different motives. “One focuses on
tenure and publishing and the other
focuses on constituencies and popularity,” he notes.
Presley has experience in both
worlds. For more than 20 years, she has
overseen statewide education research
and shaped policy in positions at such
institutions as the Connecticut Board of
Governors for Higher Education and
the University of Wisconsin. Prior to
that, Presley managed the department
of biochemistry and biophysics at the
University of California at San Francisco. She earned a Ph.D. in education
administration and policy analysis at
Stanford University.
For more information, refer to the
Illinois Education Research Council
web site at http://ierc.siue.edu.

riculum development at Marist High in
Mount Greenwood, earned her principal
credentials in Massachusetts and studied at the Harvard Graduate School of
Education.
At camp this summer, teachers
learned that their input counts in charting a course for Phoenix, says Greene.
“You actually felt part of a team that was
going to get the job done,” she says. “An
opportunity opened up for our voices to
be heard. Our principal wouldn’t do anything without us.”

Along with students who participated
in the two-week retreat, Phoenix educators began creating new customs. They
ate meals together, family style at round
tables. Helpers set the tables, brought
seconds and cleared dishes. It was a custom both students and staff plan to
replicate for the rest of the academic
year in the school cafeteria.
“That was ideal,” says Greene. “We’re
trying to get a more close-knit community. The kids really wanted to bring that
back into school.”

Manley’s sophomores
boost school scores

T

his spring, Manley High School saw
a sizable increase in the percentage
of students scoring at or above
grade level in reading on the Tests of
Achievement and Proficiency (TAP).
After suffering a 4 percentage-point
drop last spring, reading test scores
rebounded, jumping from 12 to 21 percent of the students scoring at or above
national norms. That gain was due
entirely to improvement among10thgraders. Ninth-grade reading scores fell
slightly this year. The test is not given to
11th- or 12th-graders.
Principal Katherine Flanagan says the
gain is “probably based on what we’ve
been doing, and over time things are
going to improve.”
Three years ago, Manley began a
collaborative effort with the University
of Illinois at Chicago (UIC) to improve
reading comprehension in all subject
areas. G. Alfred Hess Jr. of Northwestern University, who evaluated the program during the 2000-2001 school
year, speculates that new English teachers Manley hired that year played a significant role in this year’s score increase.
The new teachers, who were mentored by a lead teacher from UIC,
demonstrated more commitment to the
project than had their predecessors,
Hess says.
Before the project began, Manley
ranked 77th out of 78 high schools on
the TAP reading scores for 9th and
10th-graders. This year’s gain placed
Manley 46th out of 85 high schools.

Eunice Kim

Elizabeth Duffrin

Correction
In the June 2002 issue, the primary mentor for new lead teachers at Manley High School was
misidentified. She is Josephine
Gomez. … Bill Gerstein, who was
misidentified in a graphic, is principal of the Entrepreneurship School
at South Shore High. CATALYST
regrets the errors.
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REORGANIZATION CPS is reorganizing
its regional office structure to provide more
supervision and support to schools. Six
regional offices will be subdivided into 24
area instructional offices. An area instructional officer (AIO) will head up each new
unit and will be responsible for providing
academic support to schools and principals
and principal evaluations. Each office will
also be staffed with a management support
director, who will handle transportation
and interaction with parents, and an
instructional support team comprised of
specialists in reading, math and science,
technology and special education.
SAME OLD, SAME OLD In the 1970s,
the district had 27 subdistricts. In costcutting moves over the following two
decades, the number first was reduced to
23, then to 11 and, most recently, under
Paul Vallas, to six regions.
FANS Many educators applaud the demise
of oversized regions. “The regions were too
large for the region officer to do much
other than get bogged down in the bureaucratic minutia,” explains Principal Janice
Ollarvia of Fenger High. Under the new
structure, area instructional offices with a
concentration of high-poverty communities are assigned fewer schools. There are
six offices for high schools and 18 for elementary schools. Charter schools are
assigned to a separate area.
SKEPTICS Some veterans are wary of yet
another organizational overhaul and wonder whether this one will stick. “A new
administration will come in, and they’ll get

rid of this saying, ‘Look at all the money
being spent,’” one principal predicts.
COST School officials describe the reorganization as “revenue neutral,” but they
could not readily say which central and
regional office positions had been cut or
reconfigured to save money. Twenty-four
area instructional officers each will earn
$117,000 a year, and another 24 management support directors will get $92,000
annually.
NEW HIRES The new elementary AIOs
and their former positions are: Area 1, Janice Rosales, principal, Peirce; Area 2, Jeannie Gallo, principal, Smyser; Area 3,
Melovee Williamson, principal, Hayt; Area
4, Olga La Luz, principal, Chase; Area 5,
Flavia Hernandez, CPS deputy budget
director; Area 6, Nancy Laho, principal,
Burley; Area 7, Nancy Carter-Hill, principal, Pirie; Area 8, Rollie Jones, executive
assistant to the chief accountability officer;
Area 9, Marietta Beverly, Region 3 education officer; Area 10, Diane Zendejas,
director, Teachers Academy for Professional Development; Area 11, Rebeca de los
Reyes, principal, Orozco; Area 12, Emil
DeJulio, principal, Swift; Area 13, Yvonne
Womack, principal, White; Area 14, Jim
Murray, principal, Joplin; Area 15, Virginia
Vaske, principal, Murray; Area 16, Joyce
Bristow, Region 7 education officer; Area
17 Audrey Cooper-Stanton, Region 3
administrator; Area 18, Lee Brown, Region
6 education officer.
Following are the new area instructional officers for high school districts: Area
19, Linda Pierzchalski, Region 1 education

GOINGS

officer; Area 20, Richard Gazda, principal,
Von Steuben High; Area 21, Johnetta
James, principal, Kilmer; Area 22, Norma
Rodriguez, acting director, Teachers Academy for Professional Development; Area
23, Donald Pittman, principal, Marshall
High; Area 24, Cynthia Barron, principal,
Jones College Preparatory High.
MOVING ON Two region education officers, Garland Cleggett (Region 5) and Jose
Rodriguez (Region 4), were not hired as
area instructional officers. They will provide support to new area offices during the
transition, pending reassignment within
central office, says Eason-Watkins.
For a list of schools assigned to each area
instructional office, see the CATALYST web
site at www.catalyst-chicago.org.
INTERVENTION PRINCIPALS Principals
at three of the five high schools on intervention have been replaced. Gloria Archbold of DuSable is now providing principal
instruction and curriculum support in the
Area 14 instructional office. Carol Briggs,
principal of Partee Academic Prep Center,
replaces her. Leon Hudnall of Orr has
returned to Morse Elementary as principal.
His replacement is Alphonso Carrington,
assistant principal of Payton College Prep.
Larry Thomas of South Shore has
returned to Coles Elementary as principal.
He is replaced by Leonard Kenebrew, assistant to CEO Arne Duncan. Principals
Fausto Lopez of Bowen and Diane DyerDawson of Collins will continue in those
posts.
Liz Duffrin, Maureen Kelleher
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